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SUPER-G Photo Competition  
 

Can you help us find exciting, inspiring, beautiful images of grassland landscapes and activities?  
Enter the SUPER-G Photo Competition now! 

 

The SUPER-G project 

 
SUPER-G is a Europe-wide research project that aims to co-develop sustainable permanent grassland systems and 
policies with farmers, citizens, and policy makers; ensuring business viability, while supporting biodiversity and 
sustaining good water quality and an attractive landscape. To find out more visit www.super-g.eu.   

 
The SUPER-G Photo Competition  

 
Within SUPER-G we are trying to better understand how grassland systems are valued for recreation, landscape and 
culture. To do this we want to see how you, the users and managers of the landscapes, activities and wildlife, 
interpret, and appreciate the grassland around you.  
 
We invite you to submit your grassland-inspired photos to our SUPER-G Photo Competition! 
 
What should the photos be about? 
We are looking for photos connected to permanent grasslands in any country in Europe in the following categories: 

1. wildlife and biodiversity, 
2. cultural values of the grasslands, 
3. farmlands, outdoor farming activities, 
4. outdoor recreation in grasslands, 
5. risks and threats to grasslands. 

 
You are free to interpret the categories however you wish, whether you take part in farming activities, walks, runs, 
bike rides or treks in grassland landscapes; whether you are a wildlife lover, wild flower seeker, forager or cattle 
herder; whether your photos represent beauty or contrast, action or peacefulness, light or dark, we welcome them 
all! 
 
How will the photos be used for the research project? 
As well as being part of the competition, all the participating photos will inform a "grassland-farmland photo series 
analysis" within our project, which has an aim of investigating the cultural ecosystem service value of the grasslands 
across Europe. This investigation serves exclusively scientific purposes and will form part of a wider study of the 
variety of ecosystem services provided by grassland systems. If you would like to know more about the analysis 
please contact lead researcher Eszter Lellei-Kovács (lke.photos.super-g@okologia.mta.hu). 
 
Who can enter? 
The photo competition is for anyone to enter providing they are not directly participating as a partner at an 
institution or university in the SUPER-G project. Friends, family or colleagues of the members of the SUPER-G project 
and any stakeholders or other member of the public are free to enter.  
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How will the photos be judged? 
A hanging committee made up of members of the SUPER-G project from all 14 countries involved in the SUPER-G 
project will judge the competition. Colleagues directly from the member institutes or universities may be involved in 
the hanging committee. 
 
The following aspects will form the evaluation criteria for the photos: 

1. The relevance of the photo; how well it depicts a grassland system. 
2. The representation of the assigned category (cultural, recreational, farming activity, biodiversity, wildlife 

etc.). 
3. Aesthetic value of the photo. 
4. Spirit, wittiness and sparkle of the title and the description of the photograph. 

 
What are the prizes? 
There will be three overall winners chosen from amongst the five categories. Each winner will receive a prize of 
attendance on the forthcoming SUPER-G conference in a European city, together with one accompanying partner, to 
attend a prize-giving event at a SUPER-G project consortium. The prize includes a night’s accommodation and travel 
cost of the 3 winners and 3 partners from a European city to the SUPER-G event. They will also receive a small token 
of congratulations, certificate, and a copy of the SUPER-G Photo Book, including a selection of the photos of the 
competition, together with the title and comments of the authors. The winning photos will also be displayed and 
commended on the SUPER-G website and social media, and at the SUPER-G consortium. 
 
There will also be one highly commended photo in each of the five categories. These photographers will receive a 
certificate and a copy of the SUPER-G Photo Book, and have their photos displayed and commended on the SUPER-G 
website and social media, and at the SUPER-G consortium.   
 
When is the deadline? 
Deadline for accepting photos: Midnight (Central European Time) on 31st December 2019. 
Announcement of results will be in Spring of 2020, online and at the forthcoming annual meeting of the SUPER-G 
project, where all the authors of the winning photographs will be invited. 
 
How do I participate?  
To participate in our photo competition:  

1. Ensure your photos meet the terms and conditions. 
2. Fill in an Entry Form for the SUPER-G Photo Competition (one per photo) 
3. Fill in a GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) Compliance Statement (one per applicant) 
4. Send your photos together with the required attachements to: 

 
Eszter Lellei-Kovács 
E-mail address:   lke.photos.super-g@okologia.mta.hu 
Each applicant can send up to 5 photos. Both digital photographs and analog photos in scanned format are 
acceptable. For full terms and conditions and photo requirements, please, see below. 

 
Thank You for your contributions! 

We look forward to receiving your photos! 
 

mailto:%20lke.photos.super-g@okologia.mta.hu
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SUPER-G Photo Competition Terms and Conditions 

 
1. The SUPER-G photo competition is a photographic competition (“Competition”) open to everyone over 18 

(on 31st December 2019) of all nationalities. The only restriction to entry is on members of the SUPER-G 
project team, who may not submit photographs.  
It is the responsibility of each entrant to ensure that they have read and abided by the terms and conditions 
and submitted the relevant entry forms and consent statement. 
 

2. Images must be of a European country 
Images must have been taken within the five years immediately prior to the closing date. 
Images that have won an award in a major competition are not eligible for entry. (The SUPER-G judging 
committee reserves the right to decide if a competition is ‘major’. If you are unsure of the eligibility of an 
image you are intending to enter, please email lke.photos.super-g@okologia.mta.hu). 
 

3. The Competition opens on 1st February 2019 and closes at MIDNIGHT (Central European Time) on the 31st 
December 2019. No images can be accepted after this time.  
 

4. There are 5 categories: 
1. wildlife and biodiversity, 
2. cultural values of the grasslands, 
3. farmlands, outdoor farming activities, 
4. outdoor recreation in grasslands, 
5. risks and threats to grasslands. 

 
A maximum total of 5 images per entrant may be submitted across the categories. For example, you might 
enter 5 in wildlife and biodiversity, or 2 in farmland, 2 in recreation and 1 in risks and threats. Entrants may 
submit the same image into more than one category. 
The three overall winners will be the people whose images are selected as the best by the judging panel 
across the five main categories, theymay all fall within one category or cover three different categories. 
The one highly commended photo in each of the five categories will be selected by the judging panel, as well. 
Please note that the same image cannot be chosen for more than one award. For example an identical image 
in two categories can only be highly commended in one category or be one of the three overall winners.  
 

5. Technical details 
Both digital photographs from digital cameras or camera phones and analog photos in scanned format are 
acceptable. Pictures must have at least 72 dpi vertical and horizontal resolution. Image files should be 
submitted by email as jpegs or any conventional file format, smaller than 10 MB. Please do not include 
watermarks, borders or signatures on your entry. You must ensure that you submit your images the right way 
round. No responsibility can be taken by SUPER-G team for images that are submitted backwards or 
incorrectly orientated. Black & white images are eligible for all categories, as are images of panoramic format.  
 

6. File naming protocol 
File names are for initial reference purposes. Please ensure that the name of your file matches to the title of 
the photo on your entry form. We will assign a reference to your photo once it has been submitted.  
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7. Digital adjustments 
The integrity of the subject must be maintained and the making of physical changes to the landscape is not 
permitted. We will require the original camera jpeg for any image, or a scanned version of the original analog 
photograph. SUPER-G reserves the right to disqualify any image that they feel lacks authenticity due to over-
manipulation. 

  
8. Copies 

Please ensure that you keep copies of submitted images. SUPER-G will take all reasonable steps to ensure the 
safe storage and back-up of entries within the terms of the Competition. 

 
9. Judging 

All entries will be assessed by a judging panel made up of members of the SUPER-G consortium across 20 
European research institutions of 14 European countries. The winners will be announced in Spring 2020. 
Winners and those highly-commended will be contacted by email. After receiving confirmation from the 
winners and highly commended entries, winning entries will be announced on the SUPER-G website and 
social media. 

 
10. Prizes 

There will be three overall winners chosen from amongst the five categories. Each winner will receive a prize 
of attendance on the forthcoming SUPER-G conference in a European city, together with one accompanying 
partner, to attend a prize-giving event at a SUPER-G project consortium. The prize includes a night’s 
accommodation and travel cost of the 3 winners and 3 partners from a European city to the SUPER-G event. 

They will also receive a small token of congratulations, certificate, and a copy of the SUPER-G Photo Book, 
including a selectiion of the photos of the competition, together with the title and comments of the authors. 
The winning photos will also be displayed and commended on the SUPER-G website and social media, and at 
the SUPER-G consortium. 
There will also be one highly commended photo in each of the five categories. These photograpers will 
receive a certificate and a copy of the SUPER-G Photo Book, and have their photos displayed and commended 
on the SUPER-G website and social media, and at the SUPER-G consortium. 
 

11. General 
1. SUPER-G reserves the right to change prizes to ones of comparable value if required by unforeseen 

circumstances. Prizes are not transferable and no cash equivalent will be available for non-cash prizes. 
2. If any winner is unable to be contacted after reasonable attempts have been made, SUPER-G reserves the 

right to offer the prize to a runner-up. 
3. SUPER-G reserves the right to modify, cancel or terminate the Competition given unforeseen 

circumstances beyond its control.  
 

12. Copyright and permissions 
By submitting images to the Competition, each entrant confirms and warrants that: 
1. they are the sole author of each entry and that it is their original work; 
2. they own the copyright and any other intellectual property rights of each image; 
3. they have the prior permission of those pictured in the image (or, where the image shows any persons 

under 18, the consent of their parent/guardian) for the usage rights required.  
4. they have not licensed or disposed of any rights in the image that would conflict with uses to be made by 

the Competition (see #15 ); and 
5. they have received any necessary permissions from the owner(s) of buildings, trademarks and 

copyrighted materials included in submitted images for the usage rights required by the Competition. 
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13. Reproduction 
By entering the Competition, you grant SUPER-G a non-exclusive, irrevocable licence to reproduce, enlarge, 
publish or exhibit, on any media, any image for any purpose connected with the Competition. This shall 
include, but is not limited to: 
1. inclusion in SUPER-G Photo Book; 
2. any display at events; 
3. on a secure sharepoint for judging purposes; 
4. on the SUPER-G website; 
5. on social media. 

 
The caption of any photographs will also be the subject to these terms. 
Copyright of each image is retained by its respective photographer. 

 
14. Photo-series analysis  

During scientific publications of the results of analyses of the photos, no personal data of individual photos 
will be published. You as a photograper will remain confidential in the analysis. Where there are recognisable 
people in your photos it is your responsibility to have obtained permission to use the image. 
 

15. SUPER-G will remove any entries from the Competition that it feels may breach or contravene laws of public 
decency, are abusive or offensive and that may bring the photographer, the Competition, the subjects of the 
photographs, or SUPER-G into disrepute. 
 

16.  If the competition is still open for entries then at any time you can recall an entered image altogether or 
enter a different one in its place. Once the deadline for entries has passed, and judging is underway, images 
cannot be removed or swapped out for other images. 

 
17. Liability 

1. SUPER-G cannot accept liablility for any loss, damage, injury or disappointment incurred as a result of 
participation in, or other involvement with, the Competition, to the fullest extent allowed by law. 

2. SUPER-G cannot be held liable for any emails that do not arrive due to the entrant’s email security 
settings, restrictions placed by their Internet service provider or any other reason. 

3. SUPER-G cannot be held responsible for damage to any computers or other technical equipment relating 
to, or resulting from participation in the Competition. 

 
18. The information given in the terms and conditions is correct, but SUPER-G reserves the right to amend the 

terms and conditions without prior notice. Any such changes will be communicated via email or posted on 
the SUPER-G website. By entering the Competition, entrants will be deemed to have agreed to be bound by 
the terms and conditions. Any breach by an entrant will mean that their entries are disregarded.  

 
 
 
 
 

 


